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General description of the Learning Design
Subject
Unit title
Year group
Class
Duration
Short description

Hosted

Modern Greek
Racism
Gymnasium
C’ 3
6Χ40΄
For this unit, students have to prepare an oral presentation on a form of racism. To prepare for their
presentation, students analyze and discuss relevant texts in the classroom. They search online for
information and pictures for the accompanying presentation they can while giving their presentation.
Students present the presentation to their classmates and are evaluated by their classmates and the
teacher. In addition, they have to prepare a poster with criteria for oral speech and put a degree of
significance for each one.
https://ats2020my.sharepoint.com/personal/maria_constantinou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestacce
sstoken=nJvGEwSjArNxSisQfM9dVDZ3WirhtqafrY05TNeEiZ0%3d&folderid=07ea5eadcfd1e401ea28923b1
5e2a8c75&rev=1
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ATS2020 Learning Design - Macrolevel
Subject/Unit title: Modern Greek/Racism

Digital Tools (affordances):
-

Internet access
OneNote Class Notebook
My Learning (Journals)
OneNote notebooks
PowerPoint

Learning goals - expected leaning outcomes
Body of knowledge (National curriculum)

-

-

-

Produce argumentative oral speech/ written texts,
in specific text genres, in which they incorporate
description/ narration/ instructions.
Organize their oral / written speech at the level of
text, paragraph, sentence, word.
Judge, evaluate and improve the text they
produced, with particular, personal or given criteria.
Locate the general theme of the oral text,
interlinking both textual and non-textual elements.
Evaluate the oral text and the effectiveness of the
argumentation incorporated in it, with particular,
personal or given criteria.

Class: Class C’, Gymnasium

Tasks to develop these competences towards the learning
outcomes
- Students complete their “My Learning” journal
- Students can choose to work individually or in teams to
create a 3-minute oral presentation for a form of
racism. Students will study texts on racism in the
classroom. Their home should look for more
information from the internet about their subject in
order to prepare their presentation. They also need to
prepare a presentation in PowerPoint.
- Students present their work in class
- The teacher evaluates their oral presentations with an
evaluation tool.
- Students evaluate the presentation of another group.
- Students create posters with criteria of evaluation for
oral speech and put a degree of significance for each of
the criteria.
- Students create their ePortfolio for the unit

Leaning outputs – through all stages (assessment)
- Completed “My Learning” journal
- ePortfolio for every student
- Students’ presentation for racism
- Poster with evaluation criteria for oral presentation
- Completed assessment tools

Skills and competences necessary to reach
the expected outcomes
Targeted
Communication and collaboration
1. Communicate information and ideas
effectively to multiple audiences using a
variety of media and formats.
2. Contribute to project teams to produce
original works or solve problems.
Creativity and Innovation
3. Integrate and re-elaborate content
Information Literacy
4. Plan strategies to guide inquiry.
5. Evaluate and select information sources
and tools based on the appropriateness
to specific tasks.
6. Locate, organise, analyse, evaluate,
synthesize and ethically use
information from a variety of sources
and media.
7. Process information and construct new
knowledge.
8. Integrate new knowledge and apply to
new situations.
Emerging
Autonomous learning
9. Evaluate process and results and
provide evidence for achievement.
10. Reflect
and
explore
alternative
approaches
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ATS2020 Learning Design - Microlevel
LEARNING GOALS - EXPECTED LEANING OUTCOMES
Subject Area
1. Produce argumentative oral speech/ written texts, in specific text genres, in which they incorporate description/ narration/ instructions.
2. Organize their oral / written speech at the level of text, paragraph, sentence, word.
3. Judge, evaluate and improve the text they produced, with particular, personal or given criteria.
4. Locate the general theme of the oral text, interlinking both textual and non-textual elements.
5. Evaluate the oral text and the effectiveness of the argumentation incorporated in it, with particular, personal or given criteria.
Transversal skills
Targeted
Communication and collaboration
1. Communicate information and ideas effectively to multiple audiences using a variety of media and formats.
2. Contribute to project teams to produce original works or solve problems.
Creativity and Innovation
3. Integrate and re-elaborate content
Information Literacy
4. Plan strategies to guide inquiry.
5. Evaluate and select information sources and tools based on the appropriateness to specific tasks.
6. Locate, organise, analyse, evaluate, synthesize and ethically use information from a variety of sources and media.
7. Process information and construct new knowledge.
8. Integrate new knowledge and apply to new situations.
Emerging
Autonomous learning
9. Evaluate process and results and provide evidence for achievement.
10. Reflect and explore alternative approaches
*The learning goals and learning outcomes for subject area and transversal skills in the following table are presented by the number indicated in the lists
above.
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Activity title

Learning goals –
Learning Outcomes*
Subject area

1. “My Learning”
journal

2. Discussion
Goals: 4, 5
and exercises
on texts about
racism,
preparation
for
oral
presentation

Transversal
skills

Tasks (teacher/students)

Teacher’s role

- Students complete in their “My - Gives guidelines for
Learning” journal the fields students to complete
previous knowledge, goals and their learning journals
strategies
- Makes a worksheet
for students’ learning
journal
with
explanations for each
field they need to
complete
Skills: 1, 2, - Students study and analyse - Discusses texts about
3, 4, 5, 6, 7
texts on racism in the class. various forms of
They discuss and do workbook racism.
Asks
exercises.
questions relevant to
- Students
work
either the texts for their
individually or in groups (their analysis.
choice) to prepare a 3-minute - Selects
book
oral presentation for a form of exercises –as part of
racism. The form of racism is the text analysis- that
assigned to them by draw.
students do and
- Students search for information discuss.
online on their subject to - Provides instructions
prepare their oral presentation for the presentation
and
the
PowerPoint students
must
presentation they will show will prepare.
speaking.
- Explains how to find
information on the
internet
- Explains how the
students’
presentations will be
evaluated

Methodology –
Class
Arrangement

Tools

Learning Outputs
(expected)

Assessment

-

Worksheet
- Students
- Completed fields Teacher
“My Learning”
complete
previous
students’
journal
worksheet “My knowledge, goals journals
Learning”
and strategies in
journal
their “My Learning”
journal

-

Student book
PowerPoint
Internet

-

Group work
- PowerPoint
Class discussion
presentation which
Book exercises
will be used for the
Online search
oral presentation
Individual work
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reads
learning

Activity title

Learning goals –
Learning Outcomes*
Subject area

3. Oral
presentation
about racism

Goals: 1, 2, 4

Tasks (teacher/students)

Teacher’s role

Transversal
skills
Skills: 1, 2, - Students present their topic in - The
teacher 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
class for their classmates and completes
the
teacher
assessment tool for
- Students take notes about their students’
classmates presentations
presentations
and
writes comments

- Students
evaluate
the - Gives instructions
presentation of another group. - Helps students when
needed

Tools

Methodology –
Class
Arrangement

Learning Outputs
(expected)

PowerPoint

- Προφορική
- Oral
group
παρουσίαση (με presentation
συνοδευτική
- Accompanying
ηλεκτρονική
PowerPoint
παρουσίαση)
presentation
- Oral
presentation
(with
PowerPoint)
Worksheet for - Group work
- Completed
evaluation of
worksheet
for
other teams
evaluation of other
group

Assessment

Teacher
Completes
the
assessment
tool
(see appendix)

4. Peer
Goals: 3, 4, 5
evaluation of
the
presentations

Skills: 8, 9

5. Oral speech Goals: 3, 5
evaluation
criteria

Skills: 1, 2, - Students prepare, in groups, a - Teacher
gives 7, 8, 9
instructions
poster with evaluation criteria
for oral speech and put a - Helps students when
asked
degree of significance on each
one.

Paper
Markers

6. “My Learning”
journal

Skills: 8, 9

- Students complete the rest of - Explains to students the learning journal fields in the how to complete the
learning journal
worksheet

“My Learning” - Individual work
journal
worksheet

- Completed
learning journals

7. ePortfolio
creation

Skills: 1, 3, - Students create their ePortfolio - Uploads the material 7, 8, 9
for the unit by utilizing the the students have
material of the activities they created in OneNote
Class Notebook for did that the teacher has
the unit (learning
uploaded to the OneNote Class journal, evaluation
Notebook.
tools,
worksheets,
photos, posters).

OneNote
- Individual work
Class
Notebook
Scan
or
photos of the
material
of
students’
activities

- ePortfolio for each Teacher
student
Gives
formative
assessment
for
students ePortfolios
while they work

- Group work

Peer evaluation
Students evaluate
other groups (see
appendix
for
instructions)

- Poster
with
evaluation criteria
for oral speech

Teacher
Reads
students
learning journals
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APPENDIX
Activity 3 – Teacher assessment tool for students’ oral presentation
Students’ name:

Grade

Content

/5

Quality

/4

Originality

/1

Transmissibility

/7

Time management

/1

Notes from other students’ presentations

/2








Total Grade

/ 20

Activity 4 – Teacher instructions for the peer assessment of the oral presentation
Write a complete paragraph, of at least 80 words, to evaluate your classmates' presentation. In your paragraph, you should include references about the
following: Content (Was the presentation related to the topic? Did the presentation covered the subject to a satisfactory degree? Was it clear and specific?),
Presentation quality (aesthetics, spelling, syntax, images, little text), Originality (Was there something special that impressed you?), Transmissibility (Did the
students read from the slides or look at the audience? Were they able to keep your interest?), Time management (Did the students exploited well their
time?).
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Exemplar ePortfolio

PowerPoint file of
student’s presentation

“My Learning”
journal

Screenshot of student’s
presentation on religious racism

Photo of students’ collaboration

Teacher assessment

Peer assessment

Student poster with evaluation
criteria for oral speech
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